
- Electrodeholder for stimulation-electrode
- Modified electrodeholder
- Stabilization for electrodeholder
- Ground-tower
- Ground-set
- Adapter SM1/SM5/SM7 and extension cable
- Upgrade kit Junior, Mini, Combi axis and Shifting table
- Faraday cage
- Anti-vibration-table

Accessories
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Stimulation electrode holder with two gold contacts incl. connection cable for
the attachment of stimulation electrodes.

Stimulation electrode holder
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Order-no.: 200-100 500 0195

Gold contact
for the electrode Access cable

gold contact

ca. 1m

Length is adjustable

For the insertion of glass, foil- or metall electrodes (ø0-2mm)

ø8,0mmRotate block 180°

44mm

98mm

12mm
10mm

7-9mm

Accessories



Electrode bracket and electrode bracket stabilisation

LN Modified-Electrode bracket

LN-Electrode bracket stabilisation

* Three point attachment consisting of:
  2x O-Rings (with routed distance bracket) and  
  conus for positioning and centering.

* Axon: connecting nut made of polycarbonate (PC) 
  instead of teflon, resulting in a better connection of  
  the electrode bracket with the housing.

* Standard: Axon and HEKA
   Other suppliers an enquiry!

The additional support of the electrode bracket improves the stability of the electrode 
and reduces drift. In connection with the modifield electrode bracket a extremly stable 
unit can be set up.

LN Electrode bracket stabilisation

LN Modified-Electrode bracket

For the admission of capillaries ø1,2mm; ø1,5mm; ø2,0mm

Order-No.: 
200-100 500 0252 - Type...(HEKA or Axon)

Order-No.: 
200-100 500 0251-Type...
 

Type 1: Axon 200B
Type 2: Axon Multiclamp
Type 3: HEKA EPC 10
Type 4: HEKA EPC 7/8/9

Other suppliers on enquiry !

Important note:
For measurments that require a drift less than 
1µm/h we recommend a combination of 
modified electrode bracket and stabilisation. 

ca. 41mm

ø15mm
ø8mm

ca. 60mm

ca. 20mm

ca. 29mm
ca. 21mm

Type 1: Axon 200B:

Type Axon:
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Order-No.: 
200-100 500 0260

This mass tower allows the track laying of all earthing cables at one point. This allows an 
easier earthing of the manipulators and prevents earthing loops created by multiple 
connections. The mass tower is installed in the T-groove prism of the 500 base plate, 
the 380 FM /U table or directly on to the anti vibration table. The tower offers 15 gold – and
3 screw contacts.  

44mm

ø27mm

Ground-tower

Grounding-Set
All relevant LN components are equipped with gold contacts for earthing, 
therefore it is for example to connect all manipulators with the mass tower. 
This cable set allows the set up of 6 cables with appropriate gold contacs. 

Cable : 3,0m
Gold pin contact: 12 pieces

Order-No.: 
200-100 500 0261

V380FM

Base plate 500B

Anti vibration table
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Adapter SM1 / SM5 / SM7 and  Extension cable 

Adapter SM1(15pol - 9pol)
Adapter to connect new manipulator to controller SM1

Adapter SM5/7 (9pol - 15pol)
Adapter to connect old manipulator to controller SM5, SM6, SM7 or SM8
9  Pol – 15 Pol

SM1-Controller
9 pol.

New manipulator
15 pol.

SM5-Controller
15 pol.

Old manipulator
9 pol.

Extension cable manipulator
Extension cable for manipulator Junior / Mini / Combi
Length: 3,5m
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Order-No.: 
200-100 950 0000

Order-No.: 
200-100 950 0010

Order-No.: 
200-100 950 0020
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You are able to upgrade the manual manipulator as a motive one by a few steps. 
The length of the motor cable is 3.0m; incl. all needed adaptors and endswitch module.

Upgrade-Kit 
for manual Junior-, Mini-, Combi- Axis and LN-shifting table

Upgrade-Kit for  LN-Junior axis  for 1 Axis
- Junior 16 
  Order-No.: 200-100 100 6300  

- Junior 22 X-Axis
  Order-No.: 200-100 100 7300

- Junior 25
  Order-No.: 200-100 100 8300

Upgrade-Kit for LN-Mini 23 axis  for 1 Axis
Order-No.: 200-100 100 3300 

Upgrade-Kit for LN-Mini 25 axis  for 1 Axis
Order-No.: 200-100 100 3000
  

Upgrade-Kit for LN-Combi 25 axis for 1 Axis
Order-No.: 300-100 100 3000  

Upgrade-Kit for LN-shifting table  for 1 Axis
Order-No.: 300-100 100 3100 Type...
Type 1: V240
Type 2: V240-InVivo
Type 3: 380FM
Type 4: 380FM-U
Type 5: V540-Invers
Type 6: V540

Upgrade-Kit
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Newport IsoStation
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Anti vibration isolation workstation

The M-VIS3036-IG2-125N is a metric 750 mm x 900 mm x 858 mm working height 
Vision IsoStation vibration isolation workstation with a 59 mm thick IG Series 
breadboard and no pneumatic isolators. Perfect for smaller laboratories, the 
IsoStation’s 750 mm width fits easily into the most compact spaces and through 
standard doorways.
The Vision IsoStation features a unique platform interface that acts as a docking 
surface, an accessory mount and a restraint to keep the breadboard atop the frame. 
The interface also features integrated float height indicators and frame bubble levels to 
make set-up and installation easier than ever. Integrated leveling feet and casters are 
included with the base model and a new roll-off crate make the Vision IsoStation easy 
to unpack, install and move, even for one person.
The M-VIS3036-IG2-125N is compatible with a wide range of new Vision IsoStation 
accessories such as equipment shelves, monitor arms, a keyboard shelf, Faraday 
cage, hip guard, integrated accessory surfaces allowing you to put everything you 
need within arm’s reach and I-125 isolator upgrade kits. All of these new features and 
accessories have been designed specifically to improve ease-of–installation, set-up 
and lab space utilization.

Ÿ Model : M-VIS3036-IG2-125N
Ÿ Length : 900 mm
Ÿ Width : 750 mm
Ÿ Thickness : 59 mm
Ÿ Mounting Holes : M6-1.0 holes on 25 mm grid
Ÿ Mounting Hole Type : Cut (not rolled) threads with countersink
Ÿ Borders around / Mounting Holes : 12.5 mm borders
Ÿ Working Surface : 400 Series ferromagnetic stainless steel
Ÿ Surface Flatness : ±0.006 in. (±0.15 mm) over 2 ft. (600 mm) square
Ÿ Top and Bottom Skins : 0.134 in. (3.4 mm) thick with integrated damping layer
Ÿ Core Design : Trussed honeycomb, vertically bonded closed cell construction, 0.010 
in.
    (0.25 mm) Steel sheet materials, 0.030 in. (0.76 mm) triple core interface 
Ÿ Hole/Core Sealing : Easy clean conical cup 0.75 in. (19 mm) deep Non-corrosive 
    high impact polymer material
Ÿ Broadband Damping : Integrated Damping
Ÿ Float Height Indicator : Yes
Ÿ Load Capacity : 240 kg
Ÿ Mounting Hole Pattern : 25 mm grid
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LN-Faraday cage
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The LN-Faraday Cage combines excelent electronic noise shielding with a high effectiv 
capabilities of a shading box for 2-Photon or Imaging Systems. Regarding the highly 
innovativ construction and useage of high tech fabrics, the cage is light weight and flexible 
in use. One key feature is his level of customization. Because of its flexibility, hugh 
shieldings for customized or selfbuild 2-Photon Systems, can be realized.
Because of its construction, the faraday cage also shields the system against the 
envirement of the lab (e.g. turbulences by aircondition, open doors and so on).

Product specification:
- Electric conductive fabric (with customized coating available)
- Because of closed cage superior electric shielding
- Light weight
- Customized dimension easy to achieve
- Available with fire resistant coating
- In addition shading box for fluorescence and Laser applications
- Aluminum frame

Inside:
- Purpose: Conductive fabric for general use
- Description of material: Ni/Cu/Ag plated Nylon fabric (Rip Stop)
- Shielding Effectiveness: average up to 100db from 300 MHz to 10GHz
- Temperature range: -30°C to 90°C

Outside:
- Purpose: Outside skin for EMI / RFI baric
- Description of material: Ag plated Nylon fabric (Rip Stop) and 
  black conductive Pucoating
- Shielding Effectiveness: >60db from 300MHz to 10GHz

Accessories


